
Fashion universe beachfashionshop.com
Designer label L*Space fascinates with unusual beachwear

The swimwear by L*Space has since long crossed the country borders, and is now conquering the fashion universe. Influences
from France, Mexico and Bali all the way to the Californian coast connect the models of the new collection, which is now
available exclusively at beachfashionshop.com for all sun-kissed ladies. In the colourful bandeau bikinis with playful fringes,
sexy monokinis with extra high leg cut-outs and tight shorts you may enjoy the endless summer in perfect style.

This summer, at Beachfashionshop.com the motto is: "Swing when you're winning". Nothing goes without fringes. If you wish to rouse a
fashion sensation at the hot spots of the world, to bandeau bikini with light blue fringed top or in batik look and panties in Mille Fleur print are
a must. Two designs, which prove that this season hippie is more than hip!

Mono instead of duo! This summer, the monokini will make all daring fashion queens even more courageous. Thanks to high cut legs, the
one-piece becomes a sexy alternative in your private beach collection. As soon as you see the floral model by L*Space, spring moods will
turn into summer feelings! Nice surprise: from behind, the side cut-outs make the monokini look like a bikini.

An ocean breeze wafts around all beach queens in the cream-colored shorts that guarantee a truly hot couture feel. The shorts fit casually
on the hip and have a soft elastic band for the luxurious comfort styling angels deserve. Also the mocha-coloured beach dress with crochet
details and stylish fringes will have not only Pocahontas feel incredibly sexy.

About L*Space

With swimwear by L*Space, women are simply always and everywhere a la mode! L*Space - the grace and style of southern France and
the splendour of California's colourful coast characterize the current swimwear collection, created by chief designer Monica Wise. Her trips
to the most beautiful beaches in the world and the self-assured women, whom she encounters there, inspire the designer to glamorous
and timeless beachwear looks.
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About beachfashionshop.com

The vision of the German entrepreneur Vanessa Koeman was to bring beach and city outfits by stylish trend labels from South America and
the United States exclusively to Europe. Therefore, three years ago, the trendsetter founded www.beachfashionshop.com. Designer labels like
Mara Hoffman, Matthew Williamson, Shay Todd, Elizabeth Hurley, Melissa Odabash, L*Space and Diane von Furstenberg are offered in the
premium online shop. For the latest collections the 33 year old business women travels around the world - always looking for exotic
newcomers, popular luxury labels and it-pieces for stunning beach beauties.


